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Located in Sunbury-on-Thames, Greater London,
the ICBT is ‘home’ to some 3,500 people from
across the globe, working in more than 55
different international business teams. It is also
arguably the most diverse location in the world for
BP with more than 50 different nationalities, most
major world religions represented and on any
given day some 30 languages can be heard.
The ICBT site has been part of BP’s history for
nearly 100 years, starting as a collection of
laboratories. Today the ICBT site is a modern,
international business centre with upstream,
corporate and functions and downstream
businesses all represented here including North
Africa, Angola, Reservoir Development, HR, IT&S
and Shipping - to name a few. The site is also
home to BP’s eastern hemisphere upstream
learning centre designed to help develop petrotechnical capability at BP.
Employees are encouraged to take part in the
ICBT volunteering programme, designed to benefit
the local community. ICBT people give their time
and effort to support students by conducting work
experience placements, mentoring sessions and
classroom activities in relation to STEM (science,
technology,
engineering
and
mathematics)
subjects. As well as supporting education in the
local community, ICBT employees support local
charities through a team building programme and
local social enterprises through the arc social
enterprise programme.
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THE REQUIREMENT
Kendra are empowered to implement energy
saving modifications on all projects when
available, continuing improvements.
Link Lighting project at BP Sunbury required
replacing Delmatic controllers for Tailored BEMS
Control Panel with Trend Controls, currently
upgrading Trend 963 to Vision. This modification
moved away from manual intervention and
switched to a BEMS automated system in order to
utilise specific area lighting within the site, as well
as actively saving energy.
This lighting upgrade was required as there were
legacy issues, the lighting control system no
longer reflected the sites usage requirements.
The site no longer wanted to waste energy on
lights being left on overnight and in inactive areas.
Being able to change the lighting functions across
each area/room at different times creates a
healthier workspace, promoting productivity and
reducing fatigue.

THE SYSTEMS
The site migrated from 10 Dalmatic systems to 2
BEMS control panels. Luxe Lux level sensors
facilitate for using natural light through daylight
linking, measuring ambient light. The control
systems measures and adds artificial light to
make up for the shortfall of natural light..
The control system allows there to be a schedule
for lighting throughout the day and night, ensuring
no lights will be unnecessarily left on.
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OUR SOLUTION
Continuously working with our client, JLL,
providing support projects and offering feedback
to improve specific areas. This solution adapts the
site to become visually and sociably responsible.
The upgraded system allows for adaption of
shortfall.

BENEFITS OF OUR SOLUTION
The Link Lighting project has reduced the overall
maintenance requirement on site. The lights are
all easily changed and not dependant on the
fittings, this has future proofed the lighting
system.
Through having the ability to modify the lighting on
site Kendra have helped to develop the healthy
workspaces, reducing fatigue and promoting
productivity.
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